
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
big data engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for big data engineer

Responsible to design and develop distributed, high volume, high velocity
multi-threaded event processing systems using Core Java technology stack
Develop efficient software code for multiple use cases leveraging Core Java
and Big Data technologies for various use cases built on the platform
Implement scalable solutions to meet the ever-increasing data volumes, using
big data/cloud technologies Apache Spark, Hadoop, any Cloud computing
Develop programs in Python as part of data cleaning and processing
Implement scalable solutions to meet the ever-increasing data volumes, using
big data/cloud technologies Apache Spark and any Cloud computing
Scope and deliver solutions with the ability to design solutions independently
based on high-level architecture
Maintain the production systems like Kafka, Hadoop, Cassandra,
Elasticsearch
Designs and establishes secure and performant data architectures,
enhancements, updates, and programming changes for portions and
subsystems of data pipelines, repositories or models for
structured/unstructured data
Writes and executes complete testing plans, protocols, and documentation
for assigned portion of data system or component
Leads a project team of other data engineers to develop reliable, cost
effective and high-quality solutions for assigned data system, model, or
component
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Bachelors of Science (or higher) in computer science or related field
5+ years of systems/application analysis & design experience
3+ years of data modeling & database administrator experience
Experience with cluster management technologies such as YARN, Mesos,
Kubernetes
Excellent knowledge of relational databases (PostgreSQL), SQL and ORM
technologies
Preferred experience with ATTD and associated technologies (Fitnesse,
DBSlim, Junit)


